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Violations of monotonicity in choices 
between gambles and certain cash 
MICHAEL H. BIRNBAUM 
California State University, Fullerton 
and Institute for Mathematical Behavioral Sciences 

LAURA A. THOMPSON 
California State University, Fullerton 

Recent studies found thatjudgments of the values of gambles violated monoto- 
nicity (a form of dominance). There are gambles for which an increase in the 
value of one outcome, holding everything else constant, causes a decrease in 
the judged value of the gamble. This paper replicates and extends recent work 
with choices between gambles and a fixed set of amounts of money that would 
be received for certain. A set of relations is defined on choice proportions as 
follows: A +<B (Gamble A is preferred to B on relation c)  if and only if the pro- 
portion of choices favoring amount c over Gamble A is less than the propor- 
tion choosing cover B. Results replicate previous findings in which these choice- 
based certainty equivalents violate monotonicity. The new relation also reveals 
systematic violations of monotonicity when cis greater than the minimum out- 
come of the superior gamble, but not when cis less than this value. This result 
helps clarify the conditions under which monotonicity is violated. 

The principle of dominance can be stated briefly as follows: If two al- 
ternatives are otherwise identical, but one gamble has one outcome that 
is preferred to the corresponding outcome of the other gamble, then 
the gamble with the better outcome should be preferred. For such pairs 
of gambles, preference should be a monotonic function of any outcome 
with the others held fixed, so this principle is also called outcome mono- 
tonicity. Similarly, if two gambles are identical, except one has a greater 
probability of a preferred outcome and lower probabilities of less pre- 
ferred outcomes, the one with the higher probability of the better out- 
come should be preferred. The term stochastic dominance is used to re- 
fer to the relation between pairs of gambles such that for any outcome, 
the probability of a lower outcome, given one gamble, is less than or 
equal to that given the other gamble. The concept of stochastic domi- 
nance combines monotonicity with respect to outcomes and monoto- 
nicity with respect to probabilities. This paper involves a pure test of 
outcome monotonicity. 
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Although outcome monotonicity seems a very reasonable axiom for 
the rational decision maker, recent experiments have found situations 
in which human judgments appear to violate the principle systematically 
(Birnbaum, 1992b; Birnbaum, Coffey, Mellers, & Weiss, 1992; Birnbaum 
& Sutton, 1992; Mellers, Weiss, & Birnbaum, 1992). 

Let (x, p, y) represent the binary gamble to receive x with probabili- 
ty p and otherwise receive y. Monotonicity requires that (x,, p,, y) is 
preferred to (x,, p,, y) if and only if (x,, p,, y) is preferred to (x,, p,,y); 
in other words, if and only if x, is preferred to x,. Birnbaum et al. (1992) 
found that ($0, .05, $96) receives a higher judgment than ($24, .05, 
$96), even though $24 is judged better than $0; indeed, ($24, .5, $96) 
receives a higher judgment than ($0, .5, $96). Similar results were also 
found with different numerical values, and the same violations were also 
found when subjects were asked to make judgments from the buyer's, 
neutral's, or seller's points of view. 

Birnbaum et al. (1992) represented judgments of binary gambles, (x, 
p, y) , by the following configural-weight model: 

where U,,(x, p, y) is the utility of the gamble in point of view, V; u,, is the 
configural weighting parameter for point of view 1'; u(x) and u(y) are 
the utilities of the lower- and higher-valued outcomes (x < y) ;  and Sx(p) 
is a function of the probability of the lower-valued outcome that depends 
on value: there are different S functions for x > 0 and for x = 0. For .04 
< p < .96, Sx(p) can be approximated by Sx(p) = .59p t .29, for x > 0; 
however, for x = 0, S,(p) is approximated by S,(p) = .74p t .14. Note that 
So@) is less than Sx(p), especially for small values of p. According to this 
model, monotonicity violations occur because the worst outcome of zero 
has a much lower weight than a worst outcome that is a small positive 
amount (for the same low probability). 

The term conJigura1is used to indicate that the parameter represent- 
ing a stimulus component may depend on the relationships between 
that component and others that comprise the stimulus array present- 
ed on each trial. Subjective expected utility theory, as interpreted by 
Edwards (1962), for example, is not configural because the weight of 
each outcome is independent of the value of the outcome or its rela- 
tionship to other outcomes in the same gamble. The configural-weight 
model (Equation 1) allows the weight of an outcome to depend on its 
rank among the other outcomes in the gamble (Birnbaum, 1974). 
Therefore, the weight of the same outcome with the same probability 
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can be different in different gambles depending on the other outcomes 
in those gambles (Birnbaum, 1982; 1992a; 1992b; Birnbaum & Sotoo-
deh, 1991; Birnbaum & Stegner, 1979; Birnbaum, et al., 1992; Weber, 
Anderson, & Birnbaum, 1992; Weber, 1994). 

Configural-weighting models are closely related to rank-dependent 
utility theories (Lopes, 1990; Luce, 1992; Luce & Fishburn, 1991; Luce 
& Narens, 1985; Quiggin, 1982; Tversky & Kahneman, 1992; Yaari, 
1987), which were developed independently (see review by Wakker, 
1993). Birnbaum's (1974, see p. 559) range model was noted to be a 
rank-dependent, configural-weight model. Configural weighting allows 
weights to depend on point of view (Birnbaum & Stegner, 1979) and 
to differ for neutral- or zero-valued outcomes (T. Anderson & Birnbaum, 
1976), which allows configural-weight theory to explain violations of 
monotonicity. 

Among utility theories, configural-weight theory is the least restric- 
tive; rank-dependent utility theory and rank-and sign-dependent utili- 
ty theories are special cases that allow violations of outcome indepen- 
dence but must satisfy monotonicity. To account for violations of 
monotonicity, the numerical representation of rank and sign-dependent 
utility theory (Luce & Fishburn, 1991), for example, would have to be 
modified to allow different weights for different outcomes, but the foun- 
dational assumptions that would imply such a representation have not 
yet been worked out (R. D. Luce, personal communication, January, 
1995). Subjective expected utility theory can be interpreted as a special 
case of rank-dependent theory in which weights are independent of 
rank, and so this theory implies independence between outcomes (Birn- 
baum et. al., 1992). Expected utility theory is a special case of subjec- 
tive expected utility theory in which subjective probabilities are replaced 
by objective probabilities; expected value theory is a special case of 
expected utility theory in which utilities are equal to objective values. 

The configural-weight parameters, q.,explain how the rank order of 
gambles can change in different points of view. For the seller's point of 
view, a, was set to .5, and the values estimated for the neutral's and 
buyer's points of view were approximately .6 and .7, respectively. 
Configural-weight theory led to estimated u(x) functions that were in- 
variant with respect to point of view (Birnbaum et al, 1992). This theo- 
ry also led to estimated u(x) functions that also agree with estimates 
based on "ratios" and "differences" of riskless utility (Birnbaum & Sut-
ton, 1992). 

Equation 1 fit the data of Birnbaum et al. (1992), and it predicted 
the patterns of monotonicity violations obtained by Birnbaum and Sut- 
ton (1992), Birnbaum (1992b), and by Mellers, Weiss, and Birnbaum 
(1992~) .Mellers, et al. (1992~)  replicated and extended monotonicity 
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violations using different displays of probability and numerical values; 
they found that violations of monotonicity in judgment persisted even 
when real money was used as an incentive. Because Equation 1 normal- 
izes relative weights within each gamble, the relative weight of an out- 
come can be lower when the same amount of probability is divided 
among several other outcomes, producing violations of branch indepen- 
dence (Weber, Anderson, & Birnbaum, 1992). 

One interpretation of the configural-weighting explanation of mono- 
tonicity violations was that subjects adopt a simplifying strategy with two- 
outcome gambles, so zero outcomes would receive a lower weight only 
for simple, two-outcome gambles. This interpretation implies that vio- 
lations of monotonicity should not occur with three-outcome gambles 
having two nonzero outcomes. Nevertheless, the same equations and 
approximated parameters successfully predicted violations of monoto- 
nicity in a new set of three-outcome gambles (Mellers, Berretty, & Birn-
baum, 1995), with the additional assumption that the lowest outcome 
receives the same absolute weight in both two- and three-outcome gam- 
bles, and the other two outcomes each receive the weight that a higher 
outcome receives in a two-outcome gamble. 

Although violations of monotonicity have been found consistently in 
judgment studies in which the key gambles are judged separately, con- 
ditions that facilitate comparisons among the gambles appear to reduce 
violations (Mellers et al. 1992~) .  Birnbaum and Sutton (1992) obtained 
direct choices between gambles as well as judgments of the same gam- 
bles; they found that although judgments violated monotonicity when 
gambles are judged one a time, direct comparisons between gambles 
that contained a transparent dominance relationship rarely violate 
monotonicity. Because direct choices yield a different ordering from 
that obtained from judgment, Birnbaum and Sutton identified their 
finding as a new type of preference reversal. 

Some preference reversals can be reduced when choice (rather than 
judgment) is used to find certainty equivalents (Bostic, Herrnstein, & 
Luce, 1990). Von Winterfeldt, Chung, Luce, & Cho (in press) found 
different rates of violations of monotonicity when certainty equivalents 
were obtained frorn judgrnents or from different types of choice pro- 
cedures. The certainty equivalent is the amount of certain money that 
is psychologically indifferent to a gamble. When certainty equivalents 
are obtained by the method ofjudgment (e.g., "how much would you 
accept to sell this lottery ticket if you owned it?"), the judged values 
violate monotonicity. However, using a staircase method in which each 
gamble receives a different set of comparisons, von Winterfeldt et al. 
concluded rnonotonicity violations were less frequent with their proce- 
dure than they were in judgment. 
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Birnbaum (1992b) offered subjects choices between gambles and a list 
of cash values that was the same for all gambles. By examining how each 
gamble stacked up against a fixed set of cash amounts, this procedure 
separates choice from transparent comparison. Using this procedure, 
Birnbaum (1992b) found that violations of monotonicity persisted even 
when gambles are ordered by choice-based certainty equivalents (based 
on comparisons between gambles and sure amounts of money). He also 
found that the inferred certainty equivalent (the value of cash that it is 
preferred half the time to the gamble) depends on the distribution of 
cash values offered for comparison against the gambles, which further 
adds to the difficulty of comparing certainty equivalents when the set of 
comparison values for the gambles being compared is different. 

The following model is useful for discussing choice between gambles 
and cash amounts: 

where P(c, G) is the probability of choosing the sure cash, c, over the 
gamble G = (x, p, y);  Uis a function that assigns an overall utility to each 
gamble; uis the utility function for money; and Fis a monotonic func- 
tion that maps a given utility difference into a choice probability. 

The certainty equivalent, I?, of gamble G is defined as the value of 
cash that would be indifferent to the gamble in the sense that it would 
be preferred half the time; (i.e., the value of c* for which P(P,  G) = 1/2).  
Birnbaum (1992b) found that values of I? violated monotonicity when 
certainty equivalents are determined by a choice procedure in which 
each gamble is compared to a fixed set of comparison cash amounts. 
Birnbaum (1992b) also found that the value of I? depends on the par- 
ticular set of comparisons used; higher values of I? were observed when 
the average value of the comparisons offered was higher than when the 
comparisons were lower on the average. 

To further explore violations of monotonicity, we will also consider 
the following set of relations. For each value of c, operationally define 
the relation, +c, as follows: 

A +"B if and only if P(c, A) < P(c, B), (3) 

where P(c, A) represents the observed choice proportion preferring 
cash amount c over Gamble A. 

If Equation 2 held with a single function F, then all of the relations 
in Expression 3 should agree (i.e., the comparison between two gam- 
bles would be independent of the cash value e). The term scalability is 
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defined as the agreement of the relations in Expression 3. However, if 
Fis subscripted for each gamble, then the inferred ordering of gambles 
in this set of relations can depend on the value of c, violating scalabili- 
ty. We will examine these relations with respect to both monotonicity 
and scalability in order to gain a better understanding of violations of 
monotonicity. 

EXPERIMENT 

METHOD 

Overview 

The experiment was similar to that of Birnbaum (1992b), except that the 
comparison amounts were more finely spaced and symmetrically distributed to 
allow examination of the relations in Expression 3. Instructions read (in part) 
as follows: 

On each trial, you will be offered a comparison between an amount of 
money and a gamble, or lottery. Your task is to decide whether you 
would prefer the money (for sure) or the chance to play the lottery (the 
gamble). 

Each gamble was presented with a fixed set of 21 comparison amounts of cer- 
tain money. The subject's task was to decide between the gamble and each 
amount of money. They were to indicate their decisions by circling each value 
of money that would be preferred to the gamble presented on that trial. This 
task was repeated for a number of gambles. The gambles were selected to in- 
clude some that were predicted to show violations of monotonicity on the ba- 
sis of previous research. 

Stimuli and design 
Gambles were displayed as in the following example: 

This display represents a probability of .2 to win $24 and a probability of .8 to 
win $96. Subjects were instructed to imagine a can containing 100 slips of pa- 
per, of which 20 slips had "$24" written on them and 80 specified "$96"; one 
slip would be chosen at random to determine the amount won. Probabilities 
displayed always summed to one. 

The 30 binary gambles were generated from a factorial design of six pairs 
of amounts [(x,y) = ($0, $24), ($0, $48), ($0,$96), ($24, $48), ($24, $96), ($48, 
$96)], combined with five levels of the probability of receiving the smaller 
amount [ p = .05, .2, .5, .8, or ,951. Each of the 30 gambles was presented for 
comparison with following amounts: $1,5, 10, 15, 20,25, 30, 35,40,45,50,55, 
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60, 65, 70, 75, 80, 85, 90, 95, and 99, which were printed in ascending order, 
in a vertical column below each gamble. 

Procedure 

The thirty gambles, with their comparison amounts, were printed in random 
order in booklets; each booklet began with instructions and six warm-up trials. 

Instructions stated that subjects should prefer a gamble to any amount less 
than the least amount the gamble would offer and that they should prefer 
amounts of money that exceeded the most the gamble could offer. Subjects who 
violated these properties during the warm-up were directed to reread the in- 
structions before proceeding. (This instruction rules out any response less than 
$24 for the [$24, p, $961 gambles, e.g., but it does not rule out small values for 
the [$0, p, $961 gambles. Therefore, the instruction would tend to enhance the 
likelihood of satisfying monotonicity) . 

Subjects 

The subjects were 80 undergraduates at California State University, Fullerton, 
who received extra credit in introductory psychology. 

RESULTS 

Table 1shows the  m e a n  value of the  smallest a m o u n t  of certain cash 
(c) t ha t  was preferred  to  each  of  t h e  30 gambles,  as i n  Birnbaum 
(1992b). T h e  ordinal  pattern of results is similar to  that  previously re- 
por ted  by Birnbaum (1992b) fo r  two skewed contexts of  comparison 
values. T h e  mean  judgments i n  Table 1show violations of monotonici- 
ty i n  t h e  same fashion as in  the  previous research. These violations a re  
illustrated i n  Figure 1. 

Table 1. Mean value of smallest amount of certain cash (c) preferred to each 
gamble 

Values of 1, 

Outcomes .95 .8 .5 .2 .05 

Note. Each entry is the mean of the smallest amount of certain cash that is just 
preferred to each gamble; p is the probability to receive the smaller outcome. 
Italicized entries show violations of monotonicity discussed in text and shown 
in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1 plots the mean (of the minimum amount of c that was pre- 
ferred to each gamble) as a function of the probability to win $96 (1-p), 
with separate curves for ($0, p, $96) and for ($24, p, $96). Monotonic- 
ity implies that judgments of ($24, p, $96) should exceed ($0, p, $96) 
for all values of p; (i. e., the curves should not cross). Instead, the curves 
cross, and the mean responses of ($0, p, $96) are actually higher than 
the means for ($24, p, $96) when p = .2 and p = .05 (i.e., 1-p = .8 and 
1-p = .95). For these two values of p, means are significantly higher for 
the gambles with a zero outcome than for the dominant gambles with 
a lowest outcome of $24, F( l ,  79) = 8.38. Of the 80 individual subjects, 
only 11 subjects gave higherjudgments to both of the dominating gam- 
bles for these two pairs. In contrast, 47 violated monotonicity at least 
once for these two pairs, including 19 who violated monotonicity for 
both of these values of p (the rest involved ties, which were not count- 
ed as violations). Therefore, the present data replicate the violations of 
monotonicity observed in previous research. 

Violation of Monotonicity 

($24, P, $96) -

I I I I 

Probability to win larger amount 

Figure 1. Mean value of the smallest comparison amount of certain cash (c) 
preferred to each gamble, plotted against the probability to receive $96. Mono- 
tonicity implies that the curve for the gamble ($24, p, $96), shown as solid 
squares, should always fall above the curve for ($0, p, $96), shown as open cir- 
cles; instead, crossing of curves indicates violations of monotonicity 
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Table 2 presents the percentage of choices of c over the gamble for 
the 15gambles in which $96 was the highest outcome. Each row repre- 
sents a different gamble, and each column represents a different com- 
parison amount (abbreviated in Table 2 to show c in $10 increments). 
The percentages increase from left to right because as one increases the 
value of certain cash, the more likely it is that the subject will prefer the 
cash to the gamble. The percentages decrease as the probability to win 
$96 increases because as the gamble improves, the tendency to choose 
the cash is decreased. 

Table 2 also contains violations of monotonicity of the relation in 
Expression 3. For example, examining the rows for A = ($0, .2, $96), 
B = ($24, .2, $96), and C = ($48, .2, $96), we see that c = $70 is preferred 
to ($0, .2, $96) only 42% of the time, but $70 is preferred to ($24, .2, $96) 
and ($48, .2, $96) 55% and 54% of the time, respectively. However, for 
the same value of c, when p = .8, the order of the gambles is monotonic 
with the value of x. Therefore, by Expression 3, 

but ($48, .8, $96) F7,($24, .8, $96) +,, ($0, .8, $96), 

violating monotonicity for the comparisons of B and C versus A (for 
c= $70), but not between the two gambles with positive worst outcomes 
($24 vs. $48). 

Figure 2 plots the percentage of choices favoring the cash over each 
gamble, plotted as a function of the sure amount, with a separate curve 
for each level of probability of winning $48. The data values of P(c, G) 
appear to increase as a function of c and decrease monotonically as a 
function of p, for fixed x and y. Similar results were obtained for x = $96 
with y fixed, for varying values of p, as can be seen in Table 2. However, 
when different values of x are plotted in the same panel, as in Figure 3, 
the violations of monotonicity become apparent. 

Figure 3 explores the violations of monotonicity by plotting the pro- 
portion of choices favoring the money (as in Figure 2) for A = ($0, .2, 
$96) and B = ($24, .2, $96). Note that Gamble B dominates A, since the 
outcomes of B are the same or better than those of A. The certainty 
equivalent is defined as the projection onto the abscissa of the intersec- 
tion of the data curves and the ordinate value of 50%. As shown in the 
figure (see vertical arrows), certainty equivalents for these gambles vio- 
late monotonicity: A has a higher certainty equivalent than B. Similar 
results were obtained for p = .05 (see Table 2). For values of c greater 
than or equal to $25, P(c, B ) > P(c, A), indicating that for these values, 
A +(B, in violation of monotonicity. Note that for values of c below $24, 
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Table 2. Percentage of choices of certain cash (c) over gamble 

Value of c 

Gamble $10 $20 $30 $40 $50 $60 $70 $80 $90 

($0,.95,$96) 42 64 74 76 81 82 85 85 88 

($24,.95,$96) 0 1 59 75 84 85 88 90 91 

($48, .95, $96) 0 0 0 2 64 88 90 91 94 

($0, .80, $96) 32 52 66 79 86 88 91 91 94 

($24,.80,$96) 0 4 51 70 84 88 88 90 91 

($48, .80, $96) 0 0 0 2 58 81 86 89 92 

($0,.50,$96) 11 18 25 46 66 76 78 80 84 

($24,.50,$96) 0 2 29 38 66 78 81 82 86 

($48, .50, $96) 0 0 0 1 35 58 75 81 89 

($0, .2, $96) 0 3 10 19 29 34 42 58 69 

($24,.2,$96) 0 1 19 28 42 46 55 62 76 

($48, .2, $96) 0 0 0 1 26 44 54 68 78 

($0, .05, $96) 0 1 6 10 24 28 32 41 59 

($24, .05, $96) 0 0 12 19 26 34 41 48 62 

($48,. 05, $96) 0 0 0 1 26 35 39 52 60 

Note. Each entry is the percentage of choices preferring cover the gamble; that 
is, data correspond to 100 times P(c, G) of Equation 2. Each row designates a 
different gamble (G) ,and each column indicates a different value of c. Table 
has been simplified by including only nine cash amounts in $10 increments 
(there were actually 21 values). 

the relation reverses. These reversals of preference due to changes in 
c, called violations of scalability, are further explored in Figure 4. 

Figure 4 shows corresponding results for ($0, .2, $96) and ($48, .2, $96), 
which shows the violations of scalability more clearly. Figure 4 shows that 
for values of c less than $48 (the worst outcome), monotonicity of is 
satisfied, but when c > $55, monotonicity is systematically violated. For 
these gambles, the means (in Table 1) are very similar for the two gam- 
bles; however, the certainty equivalents (values of P that would corre- 
spond to abscissa projections of 50%) and.the + relationship (for val- 
ues of c > $55) show a marked violation of monotonicity in Figure 4. 

Figure 4 appears consistent with the idea that the variability ofjudg- 
ment that produces the slopes of the curves in Figures 2, 3, and 4 is 
produced by variation in the weights of the two monetary amounts. The 
greater the range of outcomes, the lower the slope. Similar results were 
also found for p = .05 (see Table 2) and for ($24, p, $48) for the same 
levels of p. 
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Value of Certain Cash ($) 

Figure 2. Percentage of choices favoring the certain cash (c) over the gamble 
(with a probability of p to win $0, otherwise $48), plotted as a function of c. 
Separate curves are shown for each value of p. Inferred certainty equivalents 
are projections on the abscissa corresponding to the ordinate value of 50% 

DISCUSSION 

These results add to a growing literature in judgment and decision 
making of puzzling phenomena that trouble the theoretician. It will be 
useful for the sake of discussion to review briefly some of the premises 
and procedures of judgment and decision making, to see how recent 
results have created difficulty for early theories and to show how the 
present results fit into the picture. 

Axioms and "rationality" 
One source of consternation in judgment and decision making has 

arisen because the term axiom has two meanings in these discussions (see 
e.g., Tversky & Kahneman, 1986; Luce, 1986). Initially, the idea of an 
axiom was that of an unquestioned, self-evident truth from which we 
deduce other truths. It would be rational to satisfy the consequences of 
the axioms, if indeed the axioms are self-evident and the deductions 
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Value of Certain Cash ($) 

Figure 3. Percentage of choices favoring certain cash (c) as a function of c, with 
separate curves for two gambles: ($0, .2, $96), shown as open circles, and ($24, 
.2, $96), shown as solid squares. Monotonicity implies that solid squares should 
be below the open circles; instead, for values of c above $25, the dominated 
(worse) gamble appears to be more likely preferred against the cash. Similar 
results were obtained for p = .05 

logical. However, when educated and seemingly rational people found 
that their own decisions violated the axioms, arguments concerning the 
rationality of certain axioms developed. Some scholars were troubled 
by the discrepancy between the deductions from the axioms and what 
they regarded as their own reasoned decisions (e.g., Savage, 1954). 
Other scholars decided that they would prefer to satis@ their own pref- 
erences and let the axioms satisfy themselves. 

In later developments, the term axiom came to refer to theoretical 
premises from which predictions of behavior could be deduced, with 
the original ("self-evident truth") meaning of the term axiom convert- 
ed to a purely descriptive, first premise. If humans' decisions were con- 
sistent with the descriptive axioms, then behavior can be explained, but 
the new descriptive premises need not be considered completely ra- 
tional by the first definition. Such an explanation would be analogous 
to the explanations of the Ames room illusion and size constancy using 
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Value of Certain Cash ($) 

Figure 4. Percentage of choices preferring the certain cash (c) to two gambles: 
($48, .2, $96) shown as solid circles, and ($0, .2, $96) shown as open circles, as 
in Figure 3. When the solid circles are above the open circles, there is a viola- 
tion of monotonicity for that value of c; crossing of the curves indicates a vio- 
lation of scalability. In this case, monotonicity is satisfied for values of c < $55, 
but not for values of c > $55. The certainty equivalents (abscissa projections for 
50% ordinate) also violate monotonicity. Similar results were obtained for p = 

.05, and for (x, 3;) = ($24, $48) versus ($0, $48) 

the same size constancy mechanism (Birnbaum, 1983; Tversky & Kahne-
man, 1986). The same psychological theory might explain behavior that 
is deemed "correct" (constancy) and deemed "erroneous" (illusions). 

Let us start at the beginning. As psychologists, we assume that differ- 
ent outcomes can be compared with respect to their desirability. Most 
people would prefer a million dollars to a movie ticket, and they would 
prefer the ticket to a hit in the head; so we hypothesize that things such 
as amounts of money, entertainments, and hedonic experiences can be 
compared and scaled according to a psychological scale that we will call 
utility.Different people might have different utilities for the same things, 
so that two people might willingly exchange their possessions and both 
feel better off after the trade. 
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The standard theory of economics begins with the story of two peo- 
ple on a desert island: Sam with ten cans of beer and Janet with ten bags 
of potato chips. Each one wants to trade, and they freely choose to ex- 
change beers for potato chips until Janet has six cans of beer and four 
bags of potato chips, and Sam has four cans of beer and six bags of 
potato chips. At this point, no further trading occurs. Presumably, both 
people have improved their situations by trading; when they cannot 
agree on a further trade, it is presumed that no trade would increase 
both utilities. This classic problem in economics was investigated em- 
pirically by Thurstone (1931) and has continued to interest psycholo- 
gists (Shanteau & Troutman, 1992). If the utility of a number of goods 
is a negatively accelerated function (the first beer has more utility than 
the second, which has more than the third), people will tend to ex- 
change goods they possess in quantity for goods that they lack. 

The concept of utility, in particular, that utility of money might be a 
negatively accelerated function of actual money (as proposed by Ber- 
noulli and later Fechner) ,was also useful in explaining why people seem 
to be risk averse, or prefer the sure-thing expected value of a gamble 
to the gamble itself. This concept of utility was formalized by von Neu- 
mann & Morgenstern (1947) and later expanded by Savage (1954) to 
include two psychological concepts, utility and subjectiueprobability. The 
formal theories involved the idea of a preference relation, which if it 
satisfied certain axioms, could be used to measure the two psychologi- 
cal constructs (Krantz, Luce, Suppes, & Tversky, 1971). 

As psychologists, we try to learn something about these psychologi- 
cal values by asking subjects to rate, evaluate, judge, or compare alter- 
natives. Unfortunately, different techniques that seem to ask the same 
question yield different answers. For example, we can ask subjects to rate 
how attractive each gamble is on a rating scale of attractiveness. We 
could ask each subject to judge the most they would pay to buy each 
gamble. We can ask subjects to judge the least they would accept to sell 
each gamble. We can ask subjects to compare gambles in pairs and in- 
dicate which they would prefer within each pair. We can ask subjects how 
much they would pay to get one gamble rather than another. 

These different operational definitions of the preference relation lead 
to different preference orders (Lichtenstein & Slovic, 1971; Lindman, 
1971; Mellers, Ordofiez, & Birnbaum, 199213; Mellers, Chang, Birnbaum, 
& Ordofiez, 1992a). Such preference reversals were both exciting and 
upsetting to theorists because the most fundamental idea of theories of 
psychology and economics is the preference order (von Winterfeldt & 
Edwards, 1986; Luce, 1992; Slovic, Lichtenstein, & Fischhoff, 1988; 
Stevenson, Busemeyer, & Naylor, 1991). These theories start with the 
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idea that people have values for such things as four cans of beer, a mil- 
lion dollars, or a hit in the head; the idea that the preference relation 
itself is malleable or unstable is troublesome. 

We can state five axioms of preference: Consistency, Transitivity, Scal- 
ability, Monotonicity and Outcome Independence. These are all simi- 
lar in that they hope to define a consistent account of preferences but 
have been violated in different recent experiments. 

1. Consistency is defined as the property that the preference order 
should be independent of the method used to elicit it. Preference re- 
versals between different methods violate consistency. For example, it 
is possible to find Gambles, A and B, such that people offer to pay more 
to play Gamble A than B, but in paired comparison, people choose to 
play B rather than A (Lichtenstein and Slovic, 1971; Lindman, 1971). 
A number of theories have been proposed to account for preference 
reversals between different methods; these theories are contrasted in 
Mellers et al. (1992a; 1992b). The premises of the theories offered to 
explain the results are psychological theories that are intended to be 
empirically descriptive. 

2. Transitivity is defined as follows: If A is preferred to B, and B is 
preferred to C, then A is preferred to C. It seems hard to debate transi- 
tivity as a rational principle. If a person systematically and repeatedly 
violated transitivity, that person could apparently be made into a "money 
pump." Presumably, they would pay money to exchange B for C, pay to 
get A instead of B, pay more to get C instead of A, pay again to get B 
instead of C, and so on forever. This conclusion depends on a particu- 
lar definition of preference that supposes that people would pay mon- 
ey to go from one state to a more preferred state. We see below that 
there is a subtle interplay between formal ideas, operational definitions, 
and empirical results. 

For example, if we ask people to assign a price to each gamble, the data 
automatically satisfy transitivity because the subjects assign real numbers 
to the gambles, and numbers obey transitivity. However, if people are 
presented with gambles in pairs, and are asked to choose between A and 
B, choose between B and C, and choose between A and C, the choices 
may or may not satisfy transitivity. To distinguish systematic violations of 
transitivity from momentary fluctuations ofjudgment, (weak stochastic) 
transitivity has been defined for choice proportions as follows: 

where P(A, B ) is the probability of choosing A over Bin a paired com- 
parison. 
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3. Scalability, a stronger form of transitivity, (also called strong stochas- 
tic transitivity) is defined as follows: 

If P(A, B) > W,P(B, C) > %, then P(A, Q > maximum of [P(A, B) ,  P(B, C)]  

For the present data, the analogous property (that is violated in the 
present data) can be stated as follows: 

P(A, c,) > P(B, c,) if and only if P(A, c,) > P(B, c,). 

The violation can be seen in the crossing of the curves in Figure 4. Vi-
olations of strong stochastic transitivity have been observed when the 
stimuli to be compared differ in their similarity (Tversky, 1969; Mellers 
& Biagini, 1994). 

To explain the choice proportions obtained in this experiment, Equa- 
tion 2 can be retained only if the function, 8 is permitted to depend 
on the range of outcomes in the gamble. The crossovers of the curves 
in Figure 4 constitute violations of scalability, the premise that all of the 
relations (of Expression 3) should have agreed. Busemeyer (1985) also 
found violations of scalability that constitute evidence against Equation 
2 unless the function, 8 were permitted to depend on the variance of 
the outcomes in each gamble. Thus, the choice relations, Fc,do not 
define a scalable order of gambles for all values of c. Instead, the in- 
ferred order of gambles depends on the relationship between the val- 
ue of c and the outcomes of the gamble, as shown in Table 2 and illus- 
trated clearly in Figure 4. 

4. Monotonicity assumes that the ordering due to one outcome is in- 
dependent of other features of the gamble. For this paper, the proper- 
ty of monotonicity that is violated can be stated as follows: (x,, p,, y) is 
preferred to (x,, p,, y) if and only if (x,, p,, y) is preferred to (x,, p,, y ) .  
This property seems reasonable as a self-evident axiom, since it seems 
rational that if we prefer $24 to $0 when p = .8, then we should make 
the same preference when p = .2. However, the crossing of the curves 
in Figure 1 reveals a violation. It seems hard to construct a rationale for 
violating this type of monotonicity. Indeed, when subjects are shown 
their violations of monotonicity, they do not try to defend them in the 
same way as they defend discrepancies between buyer's and seller's pric- 
es or even the different preference orders obtained with choice and 
judgment tasks. Instead, they explain them as "errors" ofjudgment that 
would not occur in a direct choice (Mellers, et al., 1995). 

The present data replicate previously observed violations of monoto- 
nicity with new subjects and a symmetric distribution of comparison 
amounts. These data also show that monotonicitv is violated for some, 
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but not all, of a set of relations defined on the probability of choosing 
each amount of money over each gamble. The data appear consistent 
with instructions to obey one type of monotonicity: It is rare to prefer 
a certain cash amount less than the smallest outcome of the gamble. 
Nevertheless, the new results also reveal violations of monotonicity for 
cash values greater than the least amount, as in Figure 4. Thus, choice 
proportions violate both monotonicity and scalability. 

The certainty equivalents are consistent with the pattern predicted by 
configural-weight theory (Equation l ) ,  which summarizes previous re- 
sults. Configural-weight theory predicts violations from the assumption 
that the average configural weight of a zero outcome is lower than that 
of a nonzero, positive outcome of the same probability. It seems reason- 
able to suppose that different subjects (or the same subject on differ- 
ent occasions) have different values of the configural weights, generat- 
ing the slopes of curves as in Figures 2-4: the greater the range of 
outcomes in the gamble, the lower the slope. 

Combining the present results with those of Birnbaum & Sutton 
(1992), the present pattern of monotonicity violations seems to imply 
a violation of transitivity as well. Birnbaum and Sutton found that when 
given a transparent choice between B = ($24, .2, $96) and A = ($0, .2, 
$96), people prefer the dominating gamble B to A, so P(B, A) > .5. 
However, Table 2 shows that if C = $70, then we have the following in- 
transitive conclusion: P(B, A) > .5, P(A, C )  = .58, but P(C, B) = .55. Thus, 
B is preferred to A, A to C, but Cis preferred to B. It is unclear if such 
cross-experiment comparisons would predict what a single individual 
would do when faced with all three comparisons, but it should be clear 
that the theoretician has a problem to account for all of the data in 
terms of a single, transitive preference order. 

(5) Outcome independence is similar to monotonicity in that it seeks to 
define a consistent preference ordering; however, this principle's a pri- 
ori rationality is still a subject of debate (see Savage, 1954; Birnbaum, 
et al., 1992). For gambles consisting of three, equally likely outcomes, 
outcome independence can be written as follows: 

(x, y, z) is preferred to (x', y ', z) 

if and only if 


(x, y, z'j is preferred to (x', y ', z ?  


Basically if the combination of (x,y) is preferred to (x',y? when the 
common consequence is z, then the same preference order should hold 
when the common consequence is z'. Rank-dependent utility theories, 
including configural-weight theory, do not require this property to be 
satisfied, although subjective expected utility theory (and any special 
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case) does require it (Savage, 1954). Birnbaum, et al. (1992) and We- 
ber et al. (1992) found violations of this property (also called branch 
independence) in judgment experiments. An experiment by Wakker, Erev, 
&Weber (1994) distinguished two types of branch independence, which 
they called comonotonic independence (when z and z' have the same rank 
in both choices) and noncomonotonic independence (when the rank of z 
and z' are different). Their experiment found that both types of branch 
independence were fairly well satisfied in a choice experiment. Birn- 
baum and McIntosh (1996) found violations of branch independence 
in choices that violated the predictions of cumulative prospect theory, 
according to the weighting function estimated by Tversky and Kahne- 
man (1992); Birnbaum and Beeghley (in press) found a similar pattern 
of violations using judgments of buying and selling price. Preferences, 
buying prices, and selling prices could be fit by configural-weight theory 
using the same utility function for money, allowing the weight of each 
outcome to depend on its rank and the task. 

Judgment versus choice 

Formally, it is difficult to distinguish judgment and choice. In a judg- 
ment experiment, stimuli are usually presented one at a time, and the 
subject assigns a judgment (assigns a value) to each. Presumably, the 
subject evaluates each stimulus separately, so it seems that it should not 
matter what stimuli are included forjudgment. However, in ajudgment 
task, the subject must choose the "best" response from a set of respons- 
es (that might be infinite), so judgment can be interpreted as a deci- 
sion task in which the subject makes a judgment by choosing among 
potential responses. Furthermore, it turns out that the judgment of a 
given stimulus does reflect comparisons with other stimuli because the 
judgment of any stimulus depends on the set of other stimuli present- 
ed with it. For example, Mellers, et al. (1992b) found that the judged 
value of a gamble might be $10 higher when it was presented among 
gambles of mostly lower expected values than it was when presented 
among gambles of mostly higher expected values. Thus, so-called "ah- 
so1ute"judgments are relative, in that the judgments of any given stim- 
ulus contain (implicit) comparisons of that stimulus against the others 
that were presented for judgment, and each response involves (implic- 
it) comparisons of that response against the set of available responses. 

Similarly, in a choice experiment, it is often presumed that each com- 
parison could be made independently of the other choices offered, so 
choices seemingly "avoid" the contextual effects observed in judgment 
studies. However, theoretically, one can represent choice proportions 
as the mean judgments of a two-category scale of preference between 
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two stimuli and analyze choice proportions in the same fashion as any 
other judgment. Empirically, it turns out that choice proportions be- 
tween stimuli depend on the distribution of choices offered. For exam- 
ple, Birnbaum (1992b) found that same amount of money was either 
preferred to a given gamble or not, depending on whether other 
amounts offered for comparison were mostly larger or mostly smaller 
than the given amount. 

Intuitively, procedures ofjudgment and choice seem to fall on a con- 
tinuum. At one extreme, subjects can be asked to judge the certainty 
equivalents of gambles from various points of view, as in Birnbaum et 
al. (1992) and Mellers et al. (1992~) .  In such experiments, subjects do 
not necessarily directly compare gambles that may possess a dominance 
relation, since they assign the values to the gambles on different trials 
and presumably do not remember the exact values they have assigned. 
A number of experiments with such procedures find that monotonici- 
ty can be systematically violated in such experiments. 

At the other extreme on this intuitive continuum are experiments that 
offer direct choices between gambles with a "transparent" dominance 
relationship (Tversky & Kahneman, 1986). Birnbaum and Sutton (1992) 
found that violations of dominance in this situation are rare, even for 
the same subjects who violated monotonicity in judgments of the same 
stimuli. Indeed, Mellers et al. (1992~)  and Mellers et al. (1995) asked 
subjects to comment on their prices for two such gambles and found 
that subjects considered their own judgments to be in error when they 
found (after the experiment) that they had violated dominance. 

The choice-based certainty equivalent method seems intuitively to be 
an intermediate method between direct choice and direct judgment. 
The procedure formally involves choice, but the gambles are contrast- 
ed to money and are only compared indirectly with each other. Because 
each gamble is given a numerical value, the results must satisfy transi- 
tivity, as is the case in a judgment experiment. 

Indeed, Birnbaum's (1992b) variation of this choice procedure (also 
used in the present study) seems intuitively to be even closer to judg- 
ment because of the simultaneous presentation of the list of compar- 
ison values. On one hand, the procedure formally asks for a series of 
choices between fixed amounts and gambles, so it is clearly a choice 
experiment. On the other hand, a subject may choose a judgment of 
the worth of the gamble and then fill in all of the choices. Addition- 
ally, isn't it reasonable to suppose that any judgment is the conse- 
quence of a series of implicit choices made by the subjects? Indeed, 
instructions for a judgment task often include explicit choices to il- 
lustrate how to make a judgment ("How much would you pay for this 
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gamble? Would you pay $lo? Would you pay $20? Well, what is the most 
you would pay?"). Yet despite these seeming similarities and presumed 
formal equivalence, the results of the different procedures can be 
different. 

Another procedure to determine choice-based certainty equivalents 
would present each comparison on a different trial. Staircase procedures 
use such a method, which separates the comparisons by intervening 
trials but also confounds the stimulus with the set of comparisons. The 
choice of a confound is based on implicit (but untested) theories of how 
to use each subject's response to each comparison to choose the next 
value to present. The basic idea is similar to the idea used in comput- 
erized adaptive testing. The untested assumption is that either there is 
an underlying function, F, that is either independent of the context of 
comparison stimuli, and each comparison represents evidence of the 
same F function, or that the set of comparisons produced by the algo- 
rithm is the "right" set. 

Von Winterfeldt et al. (in press) used several procedures to assess 
certainty equivalents for gambles used by Mellers et  al. ( 1 9 9 2 ~ ) .  They 
reported fewer violations of monotonicity when certainty equivalents 
were determined by a variant of the Parameter Estimation by Sequen- 
tial Testing (PEST) procedure than with other procedures. In contrast 
with the present procedure, in PEST, each gamble is presented with 
a single comparison amount on each trial. Different gambles are in- 
termixed, and the selection of the next comparison value depends on 
the subject's previous response, according to a staircase algorithm de- 
signed to hone in on the certainty equivalent for each gamble. This 
procedure differs from the present procedure in that the set of com- 
parison values is thus confounded with the gamble and the subject, 
whereas in the present procedure, the set of comparisons was the same 
for all of the gambles compared. Unfortunately, the PEST algorithm 
causes a gamble of higher expected value to receive comparisons of 
higher average value than a gamble of lower expected value. Such a 
procedure may thus find greater satisfaction of monotonicity because 
it capitalizes on contextual effects and the monotonicity of expected 
values, rather than because the procedure itself reveals a "truer" mea- 
sure of certainty equivalents. 

Procedures that are formally judgment tasks but facilitate compari- 
sons among the gambles (e.g., the short version of Mellers et al., 1992c, 
which used a small number of stimuli presented for judgment on the 
same page) apparently lead to greater consistency with monotonicity. 
Thus, we think that the key to reducing violations of monotonicity lies 
in making the dominance relation between the gambles clear, rather 
than using choice orjudgment as the task. 
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